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Executive Summary
The retail bookmaking sector has undergone a severe decline over the past decade. Total stakes
declined from €3.6 billion in 2007 to €2.8 billion in 2016. The number of retail land-based
betting establishments declined from 1365 to 851 between 2008 and 2016 based on Satellite
Information Services data. The difficulties apply to the larger operators as well as smaller ones.
Celtic bookmakers went into receivership, Hackett’s went into liquidation, William Hill exited the
Irish market and Ladbrokes went into examinership over the past several years.
There has been an increase in stakes in recent years but the current level is well below the 2007
level. This decline has arisen from the economic collapse, penal betting tax, increased fixed
costs, loss of revenue to illegal operators and severe competition from internet based betting
platforms.
The sector still provides a significant economic contribution with regionally spread employment,
over 7,000 jobs and tax receipts of €65 million. Until 2015, the retail betting sector was the sole
contributor to betting tax, which put it at a severe competitive disadvantage to all other types of
betting operators.
The new betting regime introduced in 2015 has attracted a reasonable number of remote
licences and has generated a substantial increase in tax revenues from the two new platforms
(Online operators & Exchanges) of €22.6 million. In recognition of the severe disadvantage retail
operators have had for many years, and to save thousands of jobs, the Tax Strategy Group should
consider lowering the 1% tax rate for shops with turnover of €2m or less per year, and this should
be financed by using part of the increased receipts from the extension of the tax net.
The Irish Bookmakers Association has based its recommendations in this submission on three
principles; all sectors of gambling should be included in the betting tax net (some activities such
as the national lottery and the Tote are still excluded), the tax regime should support the hardpressed retail sector because of its economic, regional and employment roles and the overall tax
regime should be internationally competitive to encourage both the domestic and incoming
enterprises.
In response to the questions and issues posed by the Department of Finance for the review of
betting tax, the IBA:
•

welcomes the inclusion in 2015 of the remote sector in the betting licence and tax
regime and this should continue. In addition, all other forms of betting and gambling
should be brought into the betting tax net.

•

is disappointed that the increased revenue from the inclusion of the remote sector was
not partly allocated to reducing the overall 1% tax rate on the retail sector

•

argues that there should be no increase in the current 1% tax on turnover and, given the
decline of, and the past, current and future competitive difficulties of the retail sector,
there is a case for a reduction, especially for lower turnover shops. An increase would
eliminate a large proportion of the current network of shops.
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•

recommends that a lower betting tax rate of 0.25% should apply to low turnover retail
betting shops.

•

believes that due to the short duration of the new betting tax regime, with only one full
calendar year of receipts, the existing rates of tax and licence fees on the remote sector
should be retained

•

recommends that there should not be a switch from the bookmaker paid tax to a punter
based tax
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1. Introduction
The Betting (Amendment) Act 2015 extended the betting duty or tax regime from the already
taxed retail bookmaker sector to the remote bookmakers and betting exchanges. The betting tax
regime is being considered by the Tax Strategy Group process in 2017 and the Department of
Finance has requested submissions to this review. Views are sought on:
•

the impact of increased rates on Exchequer revenue and the bookmaking industry

•

the inclusion of the remote sector in the betting tax regime

•

the appropriateness of the existing model of turnover tax with a different approach to
betting exchanges

•

the appropriate level(s) of betting tax

•

the impact of a move from taxing the bookmaker to directly taxing the punter

The Irish Bookmakers Association (IBA) represents the retail bookmaker sector of the gambling
industry. Founded in April 2005, the IBA is the largest representative body of the bookmaking
industry in Ireland. Its membership includes over 85% of the betting shops still operating in
Ireland. The Irish Bookmakers Association has a broad-based membership in that it represents
major chain operators in addition to a strong mix of independent operators. Some retail
operators, in particular the large chains, have an online presence and remote betting operation,
but the majority of independents do not.
Throughout this submission we refer to the land-based licensed betting office sector as the
“retail” sector and the rest as the “remote” sector. The retail sector of the betting industry has
been hard hit over the past two decades. Its share of the overall national betting market has fall
from 91% in 1999 to an estimated 40% in 2015. At the same time, other forms of remote
betting, telephone, internet, egaming.com sites, betting exchanges, mobile betting and private
members clubs have all grown substantially and are now estimated to be the biggest growth
areas in the betting industry.

The IBA’s main tax concerns are that;
•

Irish Retail Bookmakers (Licensed Betting Offices) should operate on a level competitive
playing field with the remote sector,

•

that the overall taxation regime should support the retail sector and should reflect the
sole payment of betting duty by the retail sector until recently,

•

any taxation change should recognise the specific significant economic contribution,
general taxation contribution by the sector and regional employment spread of the
sector

•

the overall betting taxation should be competitive internationally.
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As argued in this submission, in response to the issues/questions identified in the review, the
IBA:
•

welcomes the inclusion in 2015 of the remote sector in the betting licence and tax
regime and this should continue.

•

is disappointed that the increased revenue from the inclusion of the remote sector was
not partly allocated to reducing the overall 1% tax rate on the retail sector for lower
staking shops

•

argues that there should be no increase in the current 1% tax on turnover and, given the
decline of, and the past, current and future competitive difficulties of the retail sector,
there is a case for a reduction, especially for lower turnover shops. An increase would
eliminate a large proportion of the current network of shops.

•

recommends that a lower betting tax rate of 0.25% should apply to low turnover retail
betting shops.

•

believes that due to the short duration of the new betting tax regime, with only one full
calendar year of receipts, the existing rates of tax and licence fees on the remote sector
should be retained

•

recommends that there should not be a switch from the bookmaker paid tax to a punter
based tax

The submission identifies the negative economic and commercial effects of increasing the 1%
tax rate, the negative consequences of switching to a punter based tax and sets out an
argument for a reduced tax rate for lower staking betting shops.

2. Tax receipts under the new betting tax regime
The first full year of the new betting tax regime was 2016. The new tax regime operated for a
short period at the end of 2015. Tax receipts from the three different types of betting modes are
shown in Table 1 below. In the full year of 2016 the traditional betting duty on retail shops
generated €28.126 million while the two new betting platforms (Online betting & Exchanges) of
remote and commissions generated €20.749 million and €1.870 million respectively.
The two new areas generated a combined €22.619 million which is 44.6% of the total betting
receipts while the traditional betting duty generated 55.4%. IBA is disappointed that part of the
additional tax receipts was not used to reduce the overall tax burden on the retail betting sector
and prevent further job losses. A portion of the additional receipts could have financed a
reduction in the 1% rate for lower staking shops, as the new regime has generated a substantial
additional flow of exchequer receipts.
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Table 1. Betting tax/duty receipts 2014 to 2016

€ million

2014

2015

2016

Traditional betting
duty (retail)

26.162

27.744

28.126

Remote betting duty

Not applicable

3.003

20.749

Betting commissions
duty

Not applicable

0.316

1.870

Total

26.162

31.064

50.745

Source. Revenue Commissioners

In addition to the new betting tax receipts, there was additional revenue from the licence fees.
In 2016 bookmaker premises licences generated €610.9k while remote betting licences
generated €215k and remote betting exchanges generated €45k.

3. Long term decline of the retail betting sector
The traditional betting duty receipts can be used to estimate the combined turnover of the
sector because the tax rate is 1% of turnover. The 1% rate operated from July 2006. The tax
receipts and associated turnover from 2007 are shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2 Traditional betting tax receipts 2007 to 2016

€ million

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Receipts

36.437

36.668

30.989

30.919

27.097

27.088

25.421

26.162

27.744

28.126

Turnover
estimate

3,644

3,667

3,099

3,092

2,710

2,709

2,542

2,616

2,774

2,813

Source. Revenue Commissioners and own estimates
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Since 2007 tax receipts declined significantly from €36.437 million to €28.126 million in 2016, a
decline of 22.8%. This implies a decline in turnover of €831 million, from €3.6 billion to €2.8
billion. The lowest year of the period for tax receipts and turnover was 2013 with tax receipts of
€25.421 million and a turnover which was €1.1 billion lower than 2007.
Since 2013 there has been a gradual improvement in traditional betting duty receipts and
turnover. Between 2013 and 2016 turnover increased by €271 million, or 10.7% and tax receipts
increased from €25.421 million to €28.126 million. The recent increase in turnover can be partly
accounted for by growth in the economy, but some of it is attributed to arrears in betting duty
being paid in later years. An increase in turnover is welcome but is still very much below the
2007 and 2008 (pre-economic collapse) level and falls behind other aspects of the recovery.
Over the period 2013 to 2016 the value of retail sales increased by 18.3% and the value of
personal consumption expenditure increased by 13.1%.
The decline in the sector is also illustrated by the reduction in the number of bookmaking
premises. The number of retail land-based betting establishments declined from 1365 to 851
between 2008 and 2016 based on Satellite Information Services data. In 2008 there were 1365
bookmaking premises licences and by 2016 this had fallen to 851. On the assumption that there
was an average of five persons per premises this resulted in a loss of 2570 jobs.
The sector is characterised by tight margins, cost pressures, severe competition from remote
modes of betting, increase in black market operators, closures and medium-term decline. This
background should be taken into account when considering tax issues. The difficulties apply to
the larger operators as well as smaller ones. Celtic bookmakers went into receivership, Hackett’s
went into liquidation, William Hill exited the Irish market and Ladbrokes went into examinership
over the past several years.

4. Economic contribution of the retail bookmaker sector
The retail bookmaking sector generates a substantial economic and Exchequer contribution. This
should be acknowledged in consideration of the appropriate tax regime for the sector. As
already noted in section 3 the sector has been in long term decline due economic collapse,
penal betting tax, increased fixed costs, loss of revenue to illegal operators, severe competition
from internet based betting platforms and changed consumer behaviour.
It should also be noted that VAT is a real cost to bookmakers as they are VAT exempt, and this has
a severe effect on costs of business to retail operators.
The Irish retail betting sector is a major employer for the Irish economy. Jobs are spread across
Ireland, and are provided in most towns and villages. There are about 7,000 full-time or parttime jobs in the sector. Detailed economic data on the retail bookmaker sector is not available
but data on the wider “Gambling and Betting Activities” sector is available from the latest CSO
Annual Services Inquiry for 2014.
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The main economic contributions are (in 2014):
•

turnover €3.013 billion

•

personnel costs €228.0 million

•

wages and salaries €191.6 million

•

persons engaged 7393

•

employees 7104

•

average earnings per employee €27k

In addition, the sector generates a significant overall tax revenue. As shown below, there is a
total tax generated of approximately €65 million.
•

betting Tax (@ 1%) €28 million

•

PAYE/PRSI €18 million

•

VAT €12 million

•

rates €3 million

•

corporation tax €4 million

•

total taxation €65 million

Each small betting shop that closes, partly due to tax issues, costs the exchequer
approximately €56k in lost tax revenue (Table 3). Each cohort of 100 small
betting shops which close result in an exchequer loss of €5.6 million.
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Table 3 Taxes paid by average small betting shop

Taxes Paid by average shop annually with a €2m turnover
Betting Tax (@ 1%)
PAYE/PRSI
VAT
Rates
Corporation Tax
Total Taxation

€
€
€
€
€
€

20,000
18,700
13,000
4,000
600
56,300

5. Impact of increasing the 1% tax rate on commercial viability of retail
bookmakers
On the assumption that the betting tax is absorbed by the bookmaker as an additional cost as is
the case currently, commercial viability is substantially worsened by increasing the 1% tax rate.
The business economics of two illustrative retail betting establishments are shown in the
following two tables. Table 4 refers to a range of turnovers with a 12% gross win while Table 5
refers to betting shops with a 10% gross win.
Even with a relatively good gross win of 12% shops with a turnover of €1.5 million and €1.75
million are loss-making on the current 1% tax rate. Clearly, with a 2% tax rate the losses and
closures will increase. Shops with a turnover of €2 million are slightly profitable at the 1% tax
rate but a 2% tax rate would ensure losses. High turnover levels of €4 million are necessary to
generate solid profit levels of approximately 5% of revenue. The weak position of the low
turnover shops is clear from the data.
The reduction in the gross win margin to 10% as opposed to 12% significantly worsens the
commercial viability of betting shops. As shown at a 10% gross win, shops are unprofitable at
turnover of €2 million as well as the lower turnover levels. A 2% tax rate severely worsens the
commercial position of these smaller betting shops. A 2% tax rate significantly worsens the
profitability performance of the larger €4 million revenue shops from 2.7% of revenue to a low
1.7%.
This worsening of the commercial position does not include the additional negative effects on
revenue of an increase in the betting tax rate.
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Table 4 Commercial profile of betting shops on 12% gross win
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Table 5 Commercial profile of betting shops on 10% gross win

It should also be noted that these calculations do not include provision for interest due on debt.
The relatively low margins of the bookmaker sector, especially the shops with lower stake levels,
are clear from the illustrations and the effect of an increase in the tax rate from 1% to 2%, on
the assumption it is borne by the bookmaker makes a large section of the industry loss-making.
This would likely result in an accelerated and larger rate of closures than would otherwise occur
with loss of jobs and loss of Exchequer revenues.
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Effective Tax rate:
The impact of an increase in betting tax on increasing the effective tax rate borne by the
bookmaking industry is shown below. The effective tax rate is defined as the total tax on an
establishment relative to profit. Total tax includes corporation tax, VAT, income tax, employee
and employer prsi and commercial rates.
The figures are calculated on a 12% gross win margin at both a 1% and 2% betting duty rate. As
shown in Table 6 shops below €2 million turnover are already loss-making. Profits at the 1%
betting tax rate are realised only in the €2million and larger shops. The effective tax rate on
profits is 614.7% for the smaller shop(€2m) and 57.1% for the large shop(€4m). The effect of
the 2% tax rate is to push the smaller shop into losses and the effective tax rate of the large
shop increases from 57.1% to 96.1%, an increase of 68.1%.

Table 6 Effective tax rate on profits in retail betting shops at 1% betting tax

Turnover

€2 million

€4 million

Profit after betting duty
of 1%

€9,250

€188,150

Income tax/prsi

€18,700

€24,900

Rates

€4,000

€4,000

VAT

€13,000

€15,000

Betting duty

€20,000

€40,000

Corporation tax

€1,156

€23,519

Total tax at 1%

€56,856

€107,419

Effective tax rate

614.7%

57.1%
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Table 7 Effective tax rate on profits in retail betting shops with 2% betting tax

Turnover

€2 million

€4 million

Profit after betting
duty of 2%

-€10,750

€148,150

Income tax/prsi

€18,700

€24,900

Rates

€4,000

€4,000

VAT

€13,000

€15,000

Betting duty

€40,000

€80,000

Corporation tax

0

€18,519

Total tax at 2%

€75,700

€142,419

Effective tax rate

No profits made
(818.4% of the 1%
profit level)

96.1%

The IBA strongly urges that there should not be an increase in the 1% tax rate, and that lower
staking shops should be taxed at a lower rate to protect employment and tax revenue.

It might be argued that bookmakers could simply increase the gross margin to absorb a higher
turnover tax. However, that is not commercially feasible. Bookmakers are already finding it
difficult in the very competitive environment to achieve commercially viable margins. If gross
margins could be so easily increased without adverse business consequences the industry would
already have done so and be operating on higher gross margins, and avoided so many closures.
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6. Impact of a move from taxing the bookmaker to directly taxing the
punter
There have been suggestions made that betting shop customers should pay a betting tax from
their winnings and, also, that this rate could be higher than the current 1%. This was the case in
the past and the reason the tax was removed from the customer in the first place was because
of the availability of alternative tax-free betting opportunities and the impact on
competitiveness of retail bookmakers. The current system of turnover tax was originally
designed to be paid by the customer. However, it is now paid by bookmakers who are
prohibited from directly passing on this taxation to their customers.
It seems that the current consideration to tax winnings would be directly charged to customers
as a winnings tax. The intense competition with internet betting and between retail bookmakers
would make the passing on of this tax to the customers very difficult even if the current
legislative requirement preventing this was no longer present. The winnings tax would have to
be absorbed by betting shops as an additional cost if competition issues prevented it being
levied on customers.
If the winnings tax also applied to remote betting there would continue to be a move from retail
establishments to the internet as the “price” of retail betting remained the same relative to the
similarly taxed internet providers. However, the effective price of betting would increase and to
avoid loss of customers and turnover some of the better performing bookmakers would fully or
partially absorb the higher tax. This would place additional competitive pressure on the other
bookmakers to replicate this approach despite their weak commercial position. If they did not
absorb the tax their product would be less attractive than those bookmakers who had absorbed
the tax
The Industry is currently fighting a substantial increase in illegal betting activity (pubs, internet
cafes, private members clubs, etc). Increased monitoring and reporting by the industry is having
little effect in combating illegal operators. Any tax on customers in licensed regulated premises
will cause a flight to cheaper illegal alternatives. Apart from the loss of taxation, customers
would also be affected by the lack of regulation, underage monitoring and social responsibility
practices on these premises.

Should this tax be reintroduced it would have a severe negative impact on jobs and taxation
received by the exchequer. Such a proposal would have a negative effect on turnover as already
identified in previous submissions by IBA. A full analysis of the impact is presented below. The
model assumes a 2% tax on customer's winnings which is charged at each receipt of winnings.

Recycling;
The impact of the assumed 2% tax on customer’s winnings depends on the behaviour of the
suppliers and customers and on the assumptions made about behaviour of customers in
recycling their winnings or payout into additional betting. An initial expectation might be that
15

the tax take from 2% on customer winnings would simply almost double the tax revenue from
retail bookmakers from €28.126 million to €50.64 million on the assumption of 90% payback. It
might also be argued that this increase would have no effect on profitability/sustainability if the
new tax was levied on customers as an expenditure tax. In effect customers would not change
their behaviour and would bear the full incidence of the tax. The analysis in this paper suggests
that this optimistic scenario is highly unlikely and that customer behaviour would change.

In addition, the higher tax would reduce the amount of payback to customers which would
result in a lower level of recycling of winnings into additional betting. This recycling effect is
significant and is discussed below.
The recycling behaviour of customers can have different forms. Bookmakers often argue that a
typical customer will start with an amount of money and will “reinvest” any winnings in
additional bets. Clearly, this is not the case for all customers. Some may add to their winnings to
maintain a particular level of betting over a period. Others may place a seldom bet and retain
any winnings. Overall, however, it is argued that the total turnover in a period eg the €2.813
billion in 2016 is not all “new” money but is partly recycled money from previous winnings. For
example, if turnover in period 1 is €1m and payout in that period is €900k (90%), some of the
period 1 payout of €900k will be placed in bets in period 2. If all of the €900k is bet the payout in
period 2 from the €900k will be €810k which will be bet in period 3. The bet of €810k in period 3
will generate a payout of €729k which will form the resources for bets in period 4. The amount
being carried forward to each period declines by the amount of the gross margin which finances
the betting enterprise (10%) and eventually there will be only negligible amounts carried
forward. This is the recycling effect.
There would be no recycling effect if every bet was a new decision unrelated to previous bets
and pay-outs or was a bet by a different person. Of course, some proportion of people who bet
rarely gets winnings. Their continued betting requires new funds. Some customers end the year
with a net winning situation and withdraw funds from the “customer to bookmaker to
customer” circle. On balance, however, a given annual revenue produces a gross win or margin
for the bookmakers and a loss for the betting public. Otherwise the betting enterprise and
transaction would not be financed. The flow is described in Table 8;
We assume 100% recycling, that is all the winnings in a previous bet are placed on another bet.
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Table 8. Turnover/payout multiplier process
Turnover €

Gross win €

Payout €

Available for
new bets €

Period

1

1000k

100k

900k

900k

Period

2

900k

90k

810k

810k

Period

3

810k

81k

729k

729k

Period

4

729k

73k

656k

656k

Period

5

656k

66k

590k

590k

Period

6

590k

59k

531k

531k

Period

7

531k

53k

478k

478k

Period

8

478k

48k

430k

430k

Period

9

430k

43k

387k

387k

Period

10

387k

39k

348k

348k

Period

11

348k

35k

313k

313k

Period

12

313k

31k

282k

282k

Period

13

282k

28k

254k

254k

Period

14

254k

25k

229k

229k

Period

15

229k

23k

206k

206k

Period

16

206k

21k

185k

185k

Period

17

185k

19k

166k

166k

Period

18

166k

17k

149k

149k

Periods Ongoing …………….

The above process will continue until the entire initial €1,000k turnover is retained as a gross
win and the eventual total turnover will be €10,000k. Eventually there will be only tiny amounts
coming back as new bets. This process can be calculated by a formula. The formula is 1 divided
by (1-the proportion passed on (0.9)). In the above example the formula works out as 1 divided
by 0.1 which is 10. The eventual change in turnover will be the initial turnover of €1,000k
multiplied by 10 which is €10,000k. If we think of the initial €1,000k turnover as cash, the paid
out cash keeps coming back until the bookkeeper retains all the cash. The same cash is coming
in and going out. The figure 10 can be described as a turnover multiplier related to the initial
turnover of €1,000k.
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This recycling process is reduced if, for example, there is a 2% tax imposed on consumers. It is
illustrated below for a few periods. The tax could be on turnover or winnings. We calculate it on
winnings.

Table 9 Turnover multiplier process with 2% tax on winnings
Turnover

Gross Return to
Customer or
winnings

2% Tax
on
Returns

Net Payout
to
Customer

Available for
new bets

Period 1

1000

900

18

882

882

Period 2

882

794

16

778

778

Period 3

778

700

14

686

686

Period 4

686

618

12

605

605

Period 5 and
ongoing periods

605

545

11

534

534

The process will continue as it did without the 2% tax, but the tax reduces the amount going
back to the customer in each period or step and consequently reduces the amount which is
recycled into new bets. This will reduce the overall turnover and the new formula is 1 divided by
(1-0.882+0.02) (0.02 is the tax proportion)). The turnover multiplier is now 8.49 (1 divided by
0.0113). The initial €1,000 turnover will eventually result in €8,470k turnover through the 100%
recycling and the new customer tax. The difference in turnover between the two examples
above is a lower turnover of 15.3% with the introduction of the tax. This of course reduces the
gross win and the fund available to the retail sector to operate the business and cover costs.
However, the bookmaker already has the betting tax due and does not have to fund it as a cost.
An alternative way of interpreting the 100% recycling effect is that from each initial bet the
amount returned to the customer and available for additional betting is the initial bet less the
gross margin proportion (10%) and less the tax on winnings (2% of winnings and equivalent to
1.8% of turnover) From each initial bet 11.8% of turnover is not returned to the customer and
88.2% is returned.
Based on the above assumptions of a 100% recycling of winnings, the impact of a 2% tax on
customers would not be that turnover would stay the same with only the 2% removed to the
exchequer. The turnover multiplier would be lower and the total turnover would be lower. This
would worsen the commercial position of the bookmaker sector.

In addition to the lower multiplier, it is likely that another negative effect would be the possible
response of customers to the effectively higher price of retail bets, unless bookmakers used the
space provided by the consumer financed tax to improve the value of the offer. For every €1,000
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they are getting a return of €900 less €18 in tax. This effectively increases the “price” of a bet.
This would reduce demand for both retail betting and remote betting. On the assumption of a
price elasticity of demand of 0.6, a 2% levied on customers’ returns would reduce demand by
1.2% in addition to the recycling effect. This would increase the decline in retail turnover from
15.3% to 16.2%.
Of course, there is currently a 1% tax on turnover so the situation is not one of a zero tax
compared to a 2% tax. However, in the current regime the 1% tax is levied as a cost to operators
of retail establishments, and since 2015 to remote operators, as opposed to being borne by the
customers. In the absence of the current 1% tax bookmakers could offer better “prices” from
the financial savings arising from not paying the tax and this would promote turnover or they
could simply increase profits or reduce losses. On the assumption of the current bookmaker tax
level of €28 million being paid back to customers and a multiplier of 10, there would be an
increase in turnover of €280 million on the 2016 level.
With the elasticity effect this would be about €329 million. This would suggest that the current
tax regime costs the sector €329m in turnover compared to a no tax regime while the proposed
new tax regime of 2% on winnings would cost the sector €511 million compared to a no tax
regime. The exchequer would still collect more revenue in direct betting tax with the higher tax
because the doubling of the tax to 2% would not be fully offset by reduced betting activity.
However, when the loss of all other taxes is taken into account due to closures, there is a
significantly less net return to the exchequer. Current retail betting revenue is €28 million, a
doubling with no other changes would generate €56 million. A direct drop in revenue due to
recycling, use of other betting modes and illegal betting and gambling could result in a 15%
decline in the new tax revenue resulting in €48 million or an increase of €20 million. A loss of
200 shops would result in a loss of tax revenue of up to €11.2 million. There would also be
increased unemployment expenditure.
The increased tax revenue would be at the expense of customers using the retail network and at
the expense of the demise of many of the independent and smaller betting shops with
consequent loss of employment. It will also be a boost for illegal operators who will thrive if
such a tax was introduced.

International Competitiveness;
There could also be a negative impact on the international competitiveness of Ireland’s tax
regime. The estimates are sensitive to the demand response and to the recycling assumption. It
is unlikely that there is 100% recycling of initial bet as some turnover is “new” money unrelated
to previous winnings and some winnings would be withdrawn from the bookmaker/customer
cycle for other spending or saving purposes. However, a substantial amount of recycling does
occur. It is also possible that the 2% tax on customers returns could cause a substantial
behavioural shift to the internet or illegal operators beyond the level of the estimated price
elasticity’s, based on marginal changes to price with tastes otherwise unchanged.
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7. Impact of introducing a lower tax rate for shops with total stakes under
€2 million
We are requesting that shops with total stakes less than €2m are charged the same rate of tax
as the on-course bookmakers which is 0.25%. It will allow smaller operators to compete with
various market forces and maintain employment at a local level in towns and villages around
Ireland. This small change would cost the exchequer circa €2.2 million in betting taxes (the
difference between 1% and 0.25%), but maintain taxation revenue of €8.5 million (€50k in each
of 170 shops) in qualifying shops by preventing closures.
It will also save €14 million in taxation and unemployment payments and maintain 850 jobs if
introduced, at a direct cost of just €2.2m in betting duty. Horse Racing Ireland introduced our
tax proposal earlier this year in an effort to save on-course bookmakers, as they were suffering a
similar decline that retail operators have been facing for years. They also stated they will
consider dropping this further if the decline continues. Betting shops suffer significantly higher
costs, employ a lot more people and pay large sums for picture rights in their shops and the rate
of closures since 2008 is alarming, and continues to decline.
The following table sets out the taxation and employment benefit to introducing a lower betting
tax rate for lower turnover shops.
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Table 10 Impact on Exchequer of lowering betting tax for smaller shops
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8. Financing horse racing
The horse racing and greyhound industries receive substantial financial support from the
Exchequer. In the past four years 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 the annual Exchequer financial
supports were € €54.2 million, €68 million, €74 million and €80 million. The main recipient of the
Exchequer support is the horse racing industry which gets 80% of the total horse and greyhound
fund or €59 million.
It has been suggested that because the betting tax receipts are lower than the total exchequer
funding given to horse and greyhound racing, that the betting tax should be increased to replace
the exchequer contribution.
The IBA strongly rejects the view that expenditure and management decisions made
independently of the betting industry and its customers should directly dictate that betting tax
should be increased. In other words, it is an undesirable tax administration and strategy
situation that, in any way, the financing requirements of either Horse Racing Ireland or the Irish
Greyhound Board should directly determine betting tax rates.
The amount given to HRI and IGB annually is over double the amount of the entire net profits
achieved from the Irish retail betting sector each year. Many of the beneficiaries of the funding
given to HRI via prize money are among the wealthiest people in Ireland, are very wealthy
foreign owners, and is at the expense of thousands of job losses and losses in exchequer
revenue from shops that close.
The IBA also rejects the view that the retail betting sector and the wider betting sector should
finance a larger proportion of horse and greyhound racing. In fact, the bookmaker sector already
finances a disproportionately high share of racings costs. For example, Irish horse racing is
responsible for about only 12-14% of retail betting shop turnover while the entire retail betting
tax receipts are ring fenced to supplement racing and greyhound industries. With the extension
of betting tax to the remote sectors, the betting tax share of HRI’s income will have increased
substantially relative to the role of Irish racing in turnover.
In addition to the betting tax receipts the bookmaker sector also contributes over €30million to
HRI income (€6 million) and direct racecourse income (€25 million) through substantial media
rights payments and sponsorship (€750k, including land based and internet betting)
Table 11 Betting sector payments to Horse Racing in Ireland

Horse Racing funding from betting sector 2016
Betting tax (80% x €50.7m);

€40.6 million

Picture payments;

€30 million +

Sponsorship;

€750k

Total

€71.35 million
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In light of the above, the IBA strongly rejects the view that betting tax should contribute a larger
share of HRI income and rejects the view that betting tax should be increased to provide a larger
share of HRI income.

9. Future economic environment and Brexit
The economic performance of the economy in 2016 was excellent. This overall growth rate, and
the 2015 performance, were major determinants of the increase in retail betting turnover after
years of decline. Economic growth in 2017 and 2018 will be less than 2016 but still substantial.
The economy is firmly on the path of economic recovery despite Brexit. Consumption volume
performance, which is a substantial determinant of the betting turnover performance, grew by
3.0% in 2016 and expected growth in 2017 and 2018 will be 2.8% and 2.7% respectively.

Table 12 Irish Government growth projections 2016 and 2017 % change in Volume
GDP
2016

GDP
2017

GDP
2018

CONSUMER
EXPEND
2016

CONSUMER
EXPEND
2017

CONSUMER
EXPEND
2018

Government
Projections
Source.

5.2

4.3

Department of Finance.

3.7

3.0

2.8

2.7

Stability Programme Update April 2017

The economic recovery is a foundation on which the retail bookmaking industry can hope to
regain some of the enormous loss of economic activity since 2007. An increase in betting tax or
a switch to punter based taxation would impede that recovery as the sector is in severe
competition with internet based betting and black-market operators. Despite the current good
expectations for growth it must be recognised that there are significant risk factors facing the
economy notable the consequences of Brexit and corporation/FDI issues in the United States.
Consideration of betting taxation should take account of the likely economic environment.
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10. Conclusions
The new tax regime which captures the remote platforms has been in operation for only one full
year. It has resulted in reasonable numbers of remote licences and a substantial increase in tax
revenue. In light of that, there should be a reluctance to significantly change the tax system. The
only change which should be considered is the reduction of the 1% rate for low turnover landbased bookmakers which could be financed by part of the additional tax receipts coming from
the two new remote platforms. This would reflect the significant economic and regional
contribution of the sector and the very difficult business environment in which it operates and
its high cost base. It would also reflect the long period when the sector carried the entire burden
of betting tax pending the extension of tax to the remote platforms.
The IBA’s main tax concerns are that Irish Retail Bookmakers (Licensed Betting Offices) should
operate on a level competitive playing field with the remote sector; that the overall taxation
regime should support the retail sector and should reflect the sole payment of betting duty by
the retail sector until recently; any taxation change should recognise the specific significant
economic contribution, general taxation contribution by the sector and regional employment
spread of the sector, high effective tax rate currently applied and that the overall betting
taxation should be competitive internationally to support development of Ireland as a location
for both local and international internet operators
The IBA strongly rejects any suggestion that there should be a direct relationship between
betting tax and the financing requirements of HRI and the IGB and strongly rejects any
suggestion that betting tax should be increased to support a larger proportion of the Exchequer
support for the horseracing and greyhound sectors.
In response to the questions and issues posed by the Department of Finance for the review of
betting tax, IBA:
•

welcomes the inclusion in 2015 of the remote sector in the betting licence and tax
regime and this should continue. In addition, all other forms of betting and gambling
should be brought into the betting tax net.

•

argues that there should be no increase in the current 1% tax on turnover, given the
decline of, and the past, current and future competitive difficulties of the retail sector
there is a case for a reduction, especially for smaller shops. An increase would eliminate
a large proportion of the current network of shops.

•

recommends that a lower betting tax rate of 0.25% should apply to low turnover retail
betting shops.

•

believes that due to the short duration of the new betting tax regime, with only one full
calendar year of receipts, the existing rates of tax and licence fees on the remote sector
should be retained

•

recommends that there should not be a switch from the bookmaker paid tax to a punter
based tax

•

regrets that the increased revenue from the inclusion of the remote sector was not
partly allocated to reducing the overall 1% tax rate on the retail and remote sectors
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For further information or any queries, please contact;
Sharon Byrne, Chairperson, Irish Bookmakers Association.

087 4181408
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